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PWP Facilities Management recognise that, when it
comes to service, one size does not ﬁt all. That is why
we provide completely bespoke, quality building services
maintenance – both planned and reactive – for some of
the UK’s leading organisations.
Our tailored and integrated approach ensures that our customers are
always guaranteed the optimum solution to meet their requirements
and it is this ﬂexible ethos that has ﬁrmly established our reputation
for outstanding technical excellence, innovation and integrity over
the last twenty years.
Still proudly managed by its founders, the company operates a 24/7,
365 days per year call-out facility with our own, in-house team of
professional, highly-skilled engineers. With an uncompromising
commitment to quality and exemplary standards of service, you
can depend on us to deliver.
We are experts in managing all aspects of your building compliance to
meet your legal obligations. With our made-to-measure and personal
specialist services, we’ve got Facilities Management all sewn up.

CONTINUALLY
BUILDING ON SUCCESS

To discover more about why we’re
the perfect ﬁt for you visit
www.pwp-ltd.co.uk/fm

www.pwp-ltd.co.uk
@PWPLTD
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comment

Welcome to the September edition of FMJ.
After the relative peace and quiet of July
and August everyone is back at their desks
and the sector is warming up for the next
industry events.

A

t the time of writing BIFM are hosting their murder
mystery evening and Investigo their Women in
Property and FM event. The next few weeks will also see
the annual BIFM awards in early October, IFMA’s World
Workplace Conference, Workplace week, EMEX and
Energy 2016. Doubtless there will be many more as well.
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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Earlier this year Hannah Davis became
the latest member of the Royal Institute
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Tower 42 was for many years the tallest
building in the country. It may have lost
that title but it will always be remembered as
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how the building has retained its place at the
forefront of innovation in the capital and the unique
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from the specialists in the industry about
what companies and businesses need to be doing to
prepare for the colder months ahead.
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Energy 2016 is the industry trade event
dedicated to renewables, innovation and
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bring together everything from energy storage to
biomass, from water management to renewable
solutions under one roof.
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In this article Phil Binks from Health &
Safety Training explains why he thinks that
over the last few years there’s been a noticeable
deterioration in the way people view health and
safety guidance .
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and professionals are doing for charities and their
local communities.
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People: d out who’s moving where in the
facilities management profession.

Career Ladder:chats to CBRE’s Daniel
Hawkins about his journey from working in a
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 Next Edition
In October’s edition of FMJ we bring you a
fascinating interview with John Mandyck
about sustainability on both sides of the pond.
We analyse the latest trends in designing the
workplace, and we also hear from industry
experts about how they are handling issues in the
mailroom and HVAC sectors. So if you have any
thoughts or feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
SEPTEMBER 2016
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MONEYPENNY PUTS THE

‘HAPPY’ FACTOR IN ITS NEW HQ
M

oneypenny, the outsourced and digital

     
completed the move to its new, £15 million
headquarters, in Wrexham.
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SCOTTISH EPC REGULATIONS COME INTO
FORCE FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

T

he assessment of Energy Performance of Non-Domestic Buildings
(Scotland) Regulations 2016 came into force across the country on
the 1st September 2016.
The new regulations will be triggered once a commercial property owner,
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square metres wishes to sell the property or grant a lease to a new tenant.
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NEW BS ISO 27500 STANDARD
FOCUSES ON HUMAN WELLBEING
The 1st of September marked the formal launch of a new British and
International Standard that prioritises employee well-being and safety.
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RESTORE COMPLETES PHS DATA SOLUTIONS ACQUISITION
                 
services has completed its acquisition of Caerphilly-headquartered PHS
Data Solutions from Personnel Hygiene Services Limited.
PHS is the second-largest provider of document shredding services in the
UK and operates records management and document scanning businesses.
The acquisition which both companies anticipated to be completed
by the end of August 2016 for a sum of £83.1 million following the
announcement of a proposed sale on 20 July 2016, involves the company’s
three data solutions businesses PHS DataShred, PHS Records Management
and Capital Capture.

6
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In its initial announcement, Restore said the deal would boost its position
in the document shredding segment in the UK and increase its presence
further in records management.
Restore chief executive Charles Skinner said: “The acquisition of PHS
                    
and provides a compelling opportunity to combine with a business of scale
whose activities are all core to Restore.
!           "     
                  #
shareholders.”
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Bellrock acquires
Concerto
FM, asset and project management
software business, Concerto,
has been acquired by facilities
management provider, Bellrock.
Concerto has been providing
software applications for
customers in both the public and
private sectors since the business
was created in 2004.
The acquisition will now see
Bellrock as one of a few service
providers offering fully integrated
software and services to both the
in-house and outsourced facilities
and property management sectors.
Bellrock says that Concerto’s
software will be the “platform for
the next evolution in its technology
journey, adding additional
asset and project management
functionality to what is already a
technology driven solution for its
customers and the market.”
Last month, Bellrock announced
a double acquisition, of Londonbased chartered surveying
business, Stanley Hicks and
Bristol-based commercial service
charge specialists for the office and
retails sectors, Property Solutions.

Churchill lands
Place on London
Universities
framework
Churchill has been awarded
a three-year place on the
London Universities Purchasing
Consortium (LUPC) framework
for cleaning services, following a
competitive process.
The framework, is divided into
three lots: one stop shop cleaning
and associated support services,
residential cleaning services and
non-residential cleaning services.
LUPC’s primary purpose is
to maximise value from the
collaborative procurement of goods
and services for its 71 members.
The framework award strengthens
Churchill’s potential to add to its
portfolio of higher and further
education institutions in London
and the South East.
The agreement comes with the
option to extend for a further 12
months.

NEW STUDY REVEALS

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

REQUIREMENTS WHEN FM DIARY
PROCURING SECURITY 10

OCTOBER 2016

BIFM Awards 2016
6 9   1  1  '~ , 
www.bifmawards.org

19 OCTOBER 2016

FMJ Networking Event
RICS HQ, Parliament Square, London
www.fmj.co.uk/?p=71889

26-27 OCTOBER 2016
London Build Expo 2016
Olympia, London
www.londonbuildexpo.com

A

t a time when businesses are increasingly alert to
security threats, outsourcing is the most popular
option according to independent research conducted on
behalf of facility services specialists, Grosvenor Services.
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16-17 NOVEMBER 2016

EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
4.! '~ , 
www.emexlondon.com

30-31 JANUARY 2017

Facilities Management Forum
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk/events/
facilities-management/

07 FEBRUARY 2017

Workplace Futures 2017
The Crystal, London
www.fm-conference.co.uk

07-08 MARCH 2017

Facilities Management Ireland
RDS, Dublin, Ireland
www.fmireland.com

07-09 MARCH 2017
Ecobuild
4.! '~ , 
www.ecobuild.co.uk

14-16 MARCH 2017
The Cleaning Show
4.! '~ , 
www.cleaningshow.co.uk

20-22 JUNE 2017
Facilities Show 2017
4.! '~ , 
www.facilitiesshow.com
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MACRO TO PROVIDE TFM SERVICES IN OMAN
Macro has been appointed by The National Museum – Sultanate of Oman, to provide Total Facilities
Management (TFM) services to its brand new premises in Muscat, over four years.
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KENTISH AND CO
APPOINTS SHAW
Kentish and Co has
appointed Vanessa Shaw
as an associate. Based
in Dubai, Shaw will be
focusing on designing
and implementing
leadership development
programmes.
She joins the business as lead trainer
and facilitator, and will work across various
client accounts in the United Arab Emirates.
In addition to nurturing and developing the
current account base, Shaw will also facilitate
future business growth across the U.A.E.
“We are thrilled to welcome Vanessa to the
Kentish and Co team,” said David Kentish,
co-founder and director. “With two decades’
worth of experience in executing learning
and development initiatives, Vanessa is an
expert in coaching, training and facilitation.
!
    $     
rapidly expanding client portfolio in the
U.A.E.”

G4S FM APPOINTS CHANNEL ISLANDS OPERATIONS MD
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EMRILL ON THE ROAD TO
SUSTAINABILITY WITH HERTZ
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If you have any knowledge of FM news from across the world,
please feel free to get in touch with our assistant editor Sarah
O’Beirne at sarah.obeirne@kpmmedia.co.uk
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ISS ISRAEL TAKES OFF WITH NEW
INFLIGHT CATERING CONTRACTS
ISS Israel has secured inflight catering
contracts with China’s largest private
airline, Hainan Airlines and Korean Air.
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Find out how we
are giving our
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VISIBILITY

Visit cloudfmgroup.com

CONTROL
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ENERGY 2016

ENERGISING 2016
Energy 2016 is the industry trade event dedicated to renewables, innovation and power solutions. FMJ tells you why the event
will bring together everything from energy storage to biomass, from water management to renewable solutions under one roof

E

nergy 2016 is part of UK
Construction Week (UKCW) and
will be held at Birmingham’s NEC
on the 18-20 October 2016. UKCW
consists of nine shows under one
roof, Timber Expo, Build Show,
Civils Expo, Plant & Machinery Live,
Energy 2016, Smart Buildings 2016,
Surface & Materials Show, HVAC
2016 and Grand Designs Live.
This is the event’s second year at the
NEC and is being backed by leading
industry bodies such as the Renewable
Energy Association (REA), the British
Institute of Facilities Management
(BIFM), the Energy Managers
Association (EMA), the Electrical
Contractors’ Association (ECA), the
Institute of Environmental Management
and Assessment (IEMA) and many more.
The event is looking to unite key
    
including architects, project and energy
managers, engineers and developers.
Over 8,500 industry professionals
attended last year’s event and with a
 
   
seminars, CPD workshops and a Hosted
Buyers Programme, this year’s event is
      

EXHIBITORS

2016
Central to this years’ space will be the
Energy Hub. Incorporating a mix of
panel discussions, live debates and CPD
seminars the Energy Hub content will
look to address the core issues in the
industry today as well as give insight
into the latest regulations, policies and
technologies.
The content has largely been shaped
10

by the outcomes of the high-level
debate hosted by Energy 2016 earlier
in the year. Nick Blyth, policy & practice
lead, IEMA will be opening this year’s
event.
Speakers are set to include: Natalie
Bennett, leader of the Green Party,
Andrew Mellor, partner at PRP, Mark
Harris, divisional building technology
director at Kingspan Insulated Panels
and Sara Kassam, head of sustainability
development at the Chartered
Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE).
In addition to an Energy Hub, the
Renewable Energy Association (REA)
will also host a range of half-day
conferences throughout the show,
covering topics such as energy
storage and renewables in the built
environment. What’s more, Energy 2016
will also host a VIP lounge bringing
   
visitors to the show. The Energy 2016
VIP section will be located within the
    
the unique opportunity to interact
with some of the biggest players in the
industry.

SEPTEMBER 2016

Doubling in size from last year’s event,
Energy 2016 boasts an impressive line
up of industry leading exhibitors and
is not to be missed by anyone in the
sector.
Heavyweights such as Scottish Power,
Pavegen, RES Limited and Flexisolar will
be present alongside, British Gas, Fluke
UK, Eaton, Minus7 and Clean Power
Solutions (CPS).

TESTIMONIALS
Christopher Jackson, director at
Flexisolar commented: “We have chosen
to exhibit at Energy 2016 because of the
show’s unique co-location within UK
Construction Week, bringing together
energy, infrastructure utilities and the
built environment. UK Construction
Week embodies today the joined
up thinking that we need in order to
develop the integrated solutions of
tomorrow. The event is a key date in our
annual sales and marketing strategy and
continues to deliver.”
Nathan Garnett, event director for
Energy 2016, added: “The energy
sector is one of the most important
and dynamic industries in the UK. The
progress and innovation of the sector
has massive implications for the future
of our country and so we are keen to
encourage growth and prosperity in any
way that we can. We believe that with
the help of the show’s many partners
and exhibitors, Energy 2016 can play a
key role in the development of a greener,
     !

CONSTRUCTION WEEK
But beyond Energy 2016 itself there is
still plenty to see throughout the rest of
Construction Week.
Following the success of last year’s
"      #
access to hundreds of industry leading
exhibitors and associated products
and services, but present several new
industry awards celebrating excellence
in the sector and also see the return
of its popular beer and ale festival and
much more.

$" %'*   
Week the prestigious new Vox, NEC
  " 
Construction Enquirer Awards. With an
expected audience of 500 people, the
awards are open to contractors, clients
and suppliers, with the winners decided
by an industry vote. A Top 10 will be
 +/  
and the ultimate winners revealed
on the night. Tickets and tables are
available to book now.
In addition, UK Construction Week
will host several other new industry
awards including the Concrete Awards,
the Infrastructure Awards, the Structural
Timber and the BIM Awards.
The event will also provide the unique
opportunity for key visitors to take part
in a hosted buyer scheme. Designed
   "   
 "  
      
cut through the ‘noise’ by going directly
to the suppliers and vendors that are
most able to meet their needs.

FINALLY
A number of other useful events will be
taking place during UK Construction
;   
Glenigan and the Construction Products
Association. The National Custom
and Self Build Association will also be
announcing the winner of £5,000 and its
Self Build on a Shoestring competition
at Grand Designs Live. In addition, ITN
Productions in partnership with the
Home Builders Federation (HBF) will
be launching its ‘Foundations for the
Future’ news-style programme.

Introducing EC4
Combining the elegance and robustness of solid oak
and steel, KI’s EC4 workstation system adds a touch
of nature to the modern office landscape from open
plan areas to meeting rooms and third spaces.

EC4, biophilic design & #loveyourworkspace
Natural analogues such as EC4’s solid oak legs and oak
laminate detailing act as reminders of the natural world. This
indirect connection enhances wider biophilic design, which
has been shown to reduce stress and improve wellbeing.
Find out more: www.kieurope.com/EC4
KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Middlesex University has confirmed the continuation
of its contract for cleaning services from ISS. ISS will
deliver cleaning and associated services at the Hendon
Campus of the University for an additional three years,
with scope for further extension. The Hendon Campus
facility includes 24/7 library access, along with over
1,000 study spaces and computer spaces.
Imtech Inviron has been awarded a three-year contract
with London law firm Mishcon de Reya. As part of the
win Imtech Inviron will undertake planned and reactive
maintenance services at Mishcon de Reya’s head office
in Central London. The company, also with offices
in New York, provides legal services to high profile
individuals and companies.

AMPERSAND SCOOPS BMA DEAL
The British Medical Association (BMA) has selected Ampersand, CH&Co Group’s
specialist venue and visitor attraction catering division, to provide a range
of services at BMA House, their impressive conference and events venue and
headquarters in Tavistock Square, London.
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BMA House.”

MAXIM FM GO BACK TO SCHOOL
Independent contract cleaning and facilities
management business, Maxim FM has announced a
number of new contract wins in the education sector
worth a total of £2.4 million.
6 $    ,  \- ,   
$    ,-, - , 
establishments around
the UK, including in
Kettering, Manchester,
Lancaster and its native
North East.
The contract wins,
    $(- - 
“have resulted from a
strategic decision taken
 -      
its focus on the education
sector” has seen the proportion of Maxim’s overall
business based on this sort of client rise from 10 per
   _(   ,-*
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with education sector management experience
being brought in to service the contracts that have
been won.
The management team is continuing to implement
a growth plan designed to turn it into a £20 million
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TCFM CLEANS
UP WITH KFC
TC Facilities Management
(TCFM) has secured a new
contract with KFC.
The deal which commenced
3 '
6!
Specialist Services, part of
TCFM providing window
cleaning services to over 200
KFC restaurants along with
jet washing services to sites
 , \  *
The TC Specialist Services
team will ensure that the
standards of appearance
to the external of each
 ,, \ 
help to create a welcoming,
fresh and engaging
environment for customers
of all ages.
The contract will utilise
 \ \ \X  
    -  
   J   
will help to deliver robust
scheduling, monitoring
and management reporting
to KFC.

Interserve has been awarded a £17 million contract to
design and build a three-storey development at the
University of York’s Campus East. The ‘Piazza Learning
Centre’ will house teaching facilities and learning
spaces, as part of a £27 million scheme on the campus.
The project, Interserve’s second with the University of
York, will feature 36 flexible learning spaces, including
two laboratories, a 350-seat auditorium, a 100-seat
lecture theatre, a 300-seat restaurant, as well as staff
areas and offices spread across 6,800 m2.
OCS has effectively doubled the size of it’s healthcare
business following the award of a three-year cleaning
contract with NHS Property Services. The deal, which
commenced on 1 April 2016 is the largest secured by
the business in the UK and sees OCS providing
cleaning services for around 900 separate locations
across England.
Compass Group UK and Ireland’s security specialist
business, Vision Security Group has landed a one-year
contract with the London Mayor’s Office for Policing
and Crime to self-deliver Project Griffin training.
Launched in 2004, Project Griffin is the national counter
terrorism initiative for business produced by the
National Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO)
to protect cities and communities in the UK from the
threat of terrorism.
ISS has been selected by Hitachi Rail Europe, a leading
railway system supplier, to provide integrated facility
services to its maintenance centres in London, Swansea,
Bristol and Doncaster. The three-year deal will see
ISS deliver a variety of services including security,
building maintenance, waste management, janitorial,
landscaping and winterisation, pest control, help desk
support and cleaning.
East Midlands Zoological Society has awarded a
three-year contract to Wates Smartspace facilities
management (FM) to deliver a range of services at
Twycross Zoo in Atherstone, Leicestershire. Wates
Smartspace (FM), part of construction services business,
Wates Group, will now commence mobilisation of
the contract worth £3 million, carrying out asset and
condition surveys prior to commencing any works.

One solution to optimise
your workplace
Tomorrow’s businesses demand much more.
ENGIE is a new kind of energy and services
company – a strategic partner to help you meet
today’s needs and tomorrow’s challenges.

engie.co.uk
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EVER CHANGING HEALTH AND SAFETY
In this article Phil Binks, managing director at Health & Safety Training Ltd explains why he thinks that there’s been
a noticeable deterioration in the way people working in many industries, such as construction, warehousing and
facilities maintenance, view the ever increasing amount of legislation and guidance, designed to keep them safe
THE RISE OF HEALTH AND SAFETY
The HSE (Health and Safety Executive)
have been developing health and
safety legislation and policy for more
than 40 years, and during that time the
   -#   ,
have led to some fairly impressive
statistics, showing a great reduction in
work related fatalities and injuries.

instill a more positive opinion of health
and safety in those that come to us for
training and development.”
Establishing a constructive and
 \ (  ,    ,
safety in the workplace is essential to
maintaining the continued success of
 1"4#    ,     
rates of injuries and fatalities continues
to fall.

ACCREDITED
TRAINING
Nothing is more
important to the
future of health
and safety than
the prevalence
of accredited
instructors and
institutions.
One of the most
V   
when considering
the usefulness of
*Figures taken from HSE’s historical picture
health and safety
training is quality of the training
2 ( 
 '   
,   ,* #   (   
   $     \$ 
poorer the quality of the training, the
health and safety training, such as risk
less respect the trainees have for the
assessment training or simple manual
information being shared with them.
handling training, already have an
Unaccredited training instructors
ingrained perception that health and
are unlikely to provide the depth
safety is an unnecessary complication
and breadth of learning a trainee
to their job. We hear phrases like
 &  ,  X  M  -,
|   $ {'|\ .{,
safely. This not only leaves them at
“rules made by people who have no
risk of injury whilst carrying out their
idea about the job” time and time
,-\ \,-  '   ((  
again.
the assertion that health and safety
The danger with this culture of
 `(  #*
, - (   M    
“There are a large number of people
,  -\  -
  , -  M ,
indicated by the fall in injuries and
advice without holding the necessary
     0-  \ 
&  ',    -
that some see it as unnecessary
means that the training is essentially
intervention by government
   ' J     
`  -\ , *#6   ,  
without the required knowledge to do
development of a dangerous culture
their jobs safely.”
within the workplace, where workers
think it is acceptable to disregard and
even ignore essential health and safety PROTECTION FROM PROSECUTION
rules.
+  - # ,, 
“Part of our job, as trainers, is to
$( - '# $(   $ $ 
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that choosing the right training
provider is not only essential for the
quality of your learning, but also for
your own protection.
7 , ,  J  
recognised by the HSE. Consequently,
employers and individuals are
J  J  (    $
prosecution should they cause an
accident that could have been avoided
with the provision of adequate
training.
Encouraging trainees to check
 &    

training providers and opt for courses
 , , -, -\   ,
bodies will help to avoid the dangers of
 \ ,,*

GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
As trainers working in the industry, we
have an insight into the barriers faced
by employers in adhering to the right
legislation. One of the concerns raised
time and time again is the limited, and
sometimes complicated, government
assistance available in relation to
what rules are applicable and which
legislation is most important.
As the industry moves forwards, it is
essential that the government provides
clear guidance and encouragement to
$( -      $ 
their duty in relation to health and
safety in the workplace.
We cannot deny that there is more
and more legislation, updates,
 , \ ,, ',
distinguishing what is relevant,
applicable and correct in each
  ,M' ( - 
those who are inexperienced in health
and safety matters.
“There are a lot of grey areas in
health and safety legislation that make
,M    $ , 
of employers and individuals to know
exactly what to do in each situation.”

SETTING A PRECEDENT
That said, not all incidents of health
and safety failings can be chalked up

to inadequate training or a lack of
guidance; there will always be those
who choose to neglect their legal and
moral duty of care.
These people need to know that,
if they break the law, regardless of
whether it results in any harmful
consequences or not, there will be a
penalty to pay.
6 $       M  ', 
larger the company, the heavier the
penalty will be.
However, this charge will only apply
when a fatality occurs. The type of
injury, no matter how serious, is
still unlikely to be considered when
deciding the penalty for a company
who breaches their legal duty.
Regardless of the reasons, a clear
precedent should be set for those who
,   , '     
dangerous or reckless behaviour,
willful negligence or disregard for
health and safety laws. A strong
,     M    (
forward for the industry, encouraging
employers to take their duty seriously.

EMPHASIS ON BASIC SKILLS
Another consideration when looking
at the future of health and safety, and
one that is becoming of increasing
importance, is ensuring workers have
the required basic skills, such as
English and maths, to allow them to
  --  X
 M  -'
but also understand and be able
to apply their training in the right
situations.
“This is especially important for the
increasing number of migrant workers
who may have learned their trade
, ,M      ,
safety.”
Ensuring these workers have the
basic skills to communicate with
colleagues and employers will help
them to integrate into their workplace
$   M  -'  
allow them to develop a better
understanding of health and safety
regulations.
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FUTURE FM - LEARNING TO

ADAPT IN THE FACE OF CHANGE
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
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PRESSURE - PUSHING DOWN ON ME,
PRESSING DOWN ON YOU
Considering the world of work is
changing at a phenomenal pace, there
is understandably a heightened demand
for talented facilities management
(FM) professionals. As the industry is
becoming increasingly recognised as
being a vital contributor in the looming
workplace revolution, FMs need to
possess a wider array of skills than ever
before. This is because, along with the
brutal war for talent, expectations have
soared.
So what skills does today’s facilities
manager need?
“As an FM, you need to be
comfortable with conversing with
those at an executive level,” said Bruce
Barclay, senior manager, EMEA facilities
operations, Global Real Estate &
Facilities, EMC. “You need to understand
your client’s strategy, values and what it
   < 
What’s more, you need to be able to take
your team with you.”
This is a testament shared by C-J
Green, group HR director at Servest:
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“FMs need to possess the ability to
bring people together. They need to
understand and meet the needs of a
      
mention stakeholders.”
“The key for any manager - facilities
or otherwise - is that they need to know
how to manage people,” said people
development expert, David Kentish. “It
might be obvious but this vital skill is
frequently overlooked. Relationships
are key in this industry and it’s about
understanding the behaviour required to
get the best out of everybody.”
No surprises, then, that the human
element remains a critical driver in FM.
However, considering that physical and
technical infrastructures are becoming
increasingly complex, FMs also need to
manage a vast array of technology in
the workplace, while adapting to the
demands of modern buildings.
Duncan Short, HR director at G4S FM,
commented: “In addition to ensuring
 => 
adapt to the changing nature of work,
     
way a workspace is used.”
In a similar vein, Karen Plum,
Advanced Workplace Associate’s (AWA)
director of research and development,
stated: “People working in RE and FM
have to be cannier than ever before.
@Q    
workplace experts need to understand
more about people and what they need
   "!
The people working in the industry,
therefore, need to know more than how
to keep a building running; they also
need to be aware and work with others
in order to keep the people within a
space happy, healthy and engaged.
Considering the modern-day FM
needs a mixed toolbox, so to speak,

is enough being done to train people
with the right skills? FMJ has spoken to
numerous workplace experts and the
general consensus is… (you guessed
it)… NOPE.
Paul Crayford, director of EMEA real
estate strategy & transactions at Aon,
stated that there are plenty of learning
opportunities out there but, considering
that “so many diverse skills are needed
these days”, deems the realm of FM
 Z      
you actually need.”
Kentish suggests that before
managers within organisations can
point people in the right direction, it’s
down to the individual to identify the
training they require.
Promulgating that idea, several FM
    
tools to help people take ownership
of their own development needs. “At
Servest, employees are encouraged
to make decisions based on what
is right for them at whatever stage
they’re at in their professional journey,”
commented C-J Green, “To that end, we
have recently implemented an ‘Insights
[ " 
    
tool, used to help individuals determine
their personality type and learning
style.”
;
   
training programmes, it’s important to
ensure there’s some kind of follow-on.
“Some organisations simply consider
training to be a ‘tick box’ and once it’s
been ticked, it’s not revisited,” said
'Z@    
courses but if there aren’t the right
   Q 
you won’t keep people engaged and
what they’ve learned will soon be
forgotten.”
Businesses should facilitate

personal and professional growth by
encouraging individuals to interact
with the programmes available, both
internal and external, in a way that
complements their pace of learning.
So how does one go about improving
and developing one’s skill set?
Advanced Workplace Associates
(AWA) is passionate about increasing
the capability of people in the sector,
in order to get more from FM. As such,
the consultancy is joining forces with
the industry’s Young Managers Forum
   
  
mornings. The rising stars as part
of the network will be privy to new
thinking about supporting the cognitive
performance of their workforce, how
to deliver workplaces that support
the productivity of knowledge worker
populations, and how managing a more
" \    ]
approaches if it’s to be successful.
For those on the other side of ‘young’,
there are still many associations that
can assist with training, such as the one
and only British Institute of Facilities
Management (BIFM). BIFM supports
members and the wider FM community
]     
networking; and there is an array of
      
wishing to improve their hard skills.
And for those wanting to develop
 Q   
means. Having successfully delivered
three “bootcamp” style training
courses in agile working, AWA is
planning a fourth for early in 2017.
The two-day comprehensive course
is designed to give FM and real estate
professionals a solid grounding and
understanding of how to deliver agile
working in an organisation. The highly
interactive course addresses practical,
organisational and behavioural
challenges in delivering agile working,
drawing on AWA’s 20 years experience
supporting clients and members of the
Workplace PIN (Performance Innovation
Network) – for whom it was originally
designed.
Regardless of how individuals choose
to better their career prospects, FM, as
an industry, needs to recognise the fact
that the skill set involved to do the job
in hand is evolving.
If the industry is to take the reins of
the workplace revolution, FM has to
think - and think hard - about the skills
needed by the future generation of
facilities managers; aka, the vanguards
of workplace change.
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they will be least stressed.
What does their diary look
like for the rest of the day and
week. If there is an impending
,$    
( '$-    ,
  *3J -  
right answer for you and so your
timing needs to be best. If your boss
       $ 
then be up front about why you are

Asking for a pay
rise is one of the
  
   
  9 *  
      $
this easier and for
getting the pay rise?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE CONSULTANT'S VIEW
VICKY O’FARRELL
MD MOTIVATIONAL VOICE
So where do you start?
I think we would all agree that
 - 
 M ,
saying “I need a pay rise” is not the
 -*3    ,
tells their parents “I need more
(  $  -{'  - 
   , | ' '  -, 
Vicky O'Farrell
you need more and why should I pay
- $  *{~ #  '  $ 
 ,      , $  $  -'  , -  
about asking for a pay rise and ensuring you get the pay rise?
6  (   ,(    --    
$  $  -*3 -  '     
 -   , , -  $( :1 
$ ,,  - -  
for? Are you asking for a reasonable
pay rise? What have you done
 -  (-  - 
feel warrants the additional
salary? Ensure you have a
list of things where you have
    .$ ' 
 ' ( , (( ,
grow the wider team.
5   ,   , 
things to avoid when asking for
(- ' $ $   $ 
is about YOU not anyone else. Don’t
X --       
   $ ', #      
,,  -, #    &- 
demands aren’t met.
4  -  (- 
 -  , '  -  
$  ,  - (- '$    $  

$ ' -$-   ,   $  '$- (
  ,     ,  $ *
 -     -  & '  & '#  ,
but let your boss take in your words and digest before they
 ( ,',  -,  ( ,, 6 ( $*
This is a business meeting and you want the right results.
- 
,  -  & '        
 -,   , '$-    $(-  
(    M -(-       ,,$ 
a date for another meeting some point in the future. Keep your
 $(  '  $( - ,    $(   
 $( - ,  (- '  - (  ( 
  $ ' -    -   , - 
 ,  - ' ,- *
If your boss agrees to a pay rise but not to the full level you
  &  ,'  (,    ,   -
the full amount is not agreeable. You may have asked for more
$  - - X   -  '     -
1'  (   $ *
 $ $     ((  ',  $ -   
    -,     (- *6   6 
    -' ,  $( - *
 $$-', -   ' ($ ' 
(   , $$*!  $  
 ,  , $(   $   
 $  *

Remember whatever
happens, do not make any
threats to leave if they do not
agree to the pay rise."

– Vicky O'Farrell
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THE HR VIEW
!\944'
GROUP HR DIRECTOR SERVEST GROUP
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 $ '  -   (-
   V  -  (   -
is to prove you’re doing the job well.
That’s not to say that one should go
  , - ,  ,-X 
     X -     *
1   '       , 
believing in your own self-worth and
 ( \ -  - 
     $(-'$  
    &  * - # 
C-J Green
 ,-, $   '# 
       *+ # $  '

 ' &   $  $$  (  ( *3,'
 -   '( - ,   (   , *
# $(   ( ,$  V   -- ,  (-
 *" $ $ ( ( ((  
       
rationale that they need a pay rise for personal reasons. It isn’t
 $( - # X  ,(   *6  $   ,
  & (-       $     
 $(-  $    $  *6 - ` 
eyed monster’ for a reason - jealousy never works out that well! Envy
,#    * - #   ,(- ' 
$ $(   ,#    & *
3     ,   $-      
 
*       (-$  '  $  
  $-    $-(-(*   -
$   $   $   $(-   '    *
"  ,-'- #     ,      
 
  #     $( -       *
Most businesses have an annual pay review. You should use
   (( -  -`     # ,   ,'     # 
   ,',    $-(      *#

THE COACH'S VIEW
23 2846 "1'
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
3 U6  ,` # (-\  ,$U6    $  
that I would imagine everyone who has ever been employed has
  $( ,  (, *3J '  ((  -   
 ,       $:6  -   \ *
You learn something from moments like that. I learned: (a) it was
time to look for a new job and (b) I had to get better at what I did.

9 (-   $( .  '  , ( ,   
$-  *   } -  -   , - 
- -(( ,' '   - ,  , -  
 :1 -  , -  ,  :1 
-  ,'  -    '( $  :  '   
  $   M :     
( ,'    $ 
 ,  $  -, $-   -    - 
    $(-  .(  $   -  -
  *
5 $   -   --  ,  ',
whether you deserve one. Everyone feels self-doubt at one time or
  ]-  , 
-  ,      -  
    -      ,   ( - , 
-      ,  
organisation. You might also
wonder why you should
have to ask for a
raise when your employer
should know that you’re
doing a
good job.
1   ,

&   - $,'
it’s your annual appraisal
David Kentish
or you have a meeting in
  -     
  '    
that you have to do is be prepared. That’s not just about having the
  .$(  -   -  ( * , - 
$, ,- ((  *
-     '#X    - 
$  $  -* ,,#  $ ',#  -   - *
5  , ((( '  $-   *5   
   #   (    ',-  ,  
when the time is right
5 $  ,(- (      *5 $- , 
 ,X '    ( (   :%-  
 ,   , ( X '  #  - $  *
-  $(-    $$-  ( $$ '
    ( *     ( ( *
You will need to work on your own self-development and selfawareness. Consider buying or borrowing books on emotional
   , ,  (  '  642  

 ( * ,  '- $(  - (  $ ' $
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working and leadership skills.
1(  , ( '-   
(   ( -    *  $ '  ( 
  .$(    -   $, (  $(,
    -  $'- , ($       
whole. Prepare for the meeting and rehearse as you would for a
(  *+      $ '-   -  ,
,   -  ,*
1  #     $( -  *5   ( ( - 
organisation who do great work and you need to develop them
and keep them in your business. There are so many times I hear
( (  -  -        $( -  
take on a more senior role at another organisation. The employer
    M    $      *)' - '
#   *) (   - ( (     - 
$(   $  ,,  '$(  -    ', #
put them in the position of having to ask for a raise.

THE MENTOR’S VIEW
33~~5223 4"'
PRINCIPAL AT JLD CONSULTANTS
     $( -$  ,
isn't just about pay is vital - it's about
the organisation you work within
,    ,( '
     ,   ($ ,
  , ((  *
vies
Joanna Lloyd Da
+   -:   $(   
\(   ,  V  
 , M     , -
$( - '      & ,*6  (  -, 
(-$ '    (( ( ' ((  
  ,,   ($ '(   ' ,-  $ '
(      ,  - (  (   '
$ $ ,,  }(  -'   '   
   , '   -  $'   ,,  
  ,   *
Z)} !  4 2 -,    -, 
'the sum given to Roman Soldiers to buy salt')
• Do you deserve a pay rise?
!-  $( -  ((    -  :
)   , - '   \    - 
future:
Know the market\   (( -   * , 
national and trade press - be aware of the growth opportunities
,            '    $-'
,  M ,    Z, , ( , - ,
 $( ,) .[*1   $ -     
remit - is the future looking positive and are they performing
     , $(   :+   -(
 (     ,-     *2   '
 78   -     , $    ', (  
  -$   *Z)}- $( -    
   ,- -    *[
Know your business\  - (  $(- ( 
  \   (  $    $ ,

,  :1   -     ,  
 $(   :+  - ,  ,'$  $( -'
-      \ - $ -  M
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     , . : -    ,,  
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-  :+     -     
  -    ( (  ' ( $  , :
Know yourself\ - $ -   (  \  
you shared these with your employer - are you working in tandem
     ,  :3 - ,,  -   
ideas and your passion to deliver appropriately. Are you enjoying
-   :3 -     , -  -   ,
your employing organisation? Do you have positive and regular
 $$   -   ' (   '$ $ ,
,   :1   - (  $ - %2%:+ 
,  - ,,      ,-   
Z     -   , ( [*3 - ,, 
 -  , :3 -    \  
,(  ,   ($ ',   ,  
 :+  - &  (  ,,, , 
propositions?
2M    - ,      ,
,           ' ($ *
To progress with your request, your Personal Business Case is
essential \   ,(( ( -'-   ,-
 ,   (- (*" ' , ,  $- 
   $( \   ,  -  $  
perhaps your mentor - someone you trust. Outline your thoughts
, , *4  -     *1   '- 
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whatsoever.
1   - , ,  (  ,', $   ,   *5 
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Fail to prepare. Prepare to Fail.
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Facilities management software at a higher level
We understand it is important to maintain a higher view when managing
a diverse range of assets and large teams. Qube Planet CAFM software
gives you all the information you need to achieve this. It is trusted
across many industries for mobile and flexible, end-to-end control of FM
processes.
To move your organisation to a higher level visit www.qubeglobal.com
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Nevertheless during the pretty much
the entire 1970s Londoners were treated
to the site of the tower driving skyward
       
new headquarters for NatWest bank was
the tallest building in the UK. It was the
trendsetter for the plethora of skyscrapers
that know dominate the Bishopsgate region
of the Capital. Tower 42’s neighbours now

include the Gerkhin, Cheesegrater, Heron
Tower, Shard and more.
The Bank stayed on site until the early
1990s when NatWest started outgrowing
the building. The straw that broke the
camel’s back however was the 1993 IRA
bombing in Bishopsgate which killed one
person and wounded at least 44 others.
Though the attack took place several

FMJ.CO.UK

Tower 42
)*+ 

TOWER 42

hundred feet away the cladding on the
exterior of the tower crumpled but the
  
      
bought the building, they still serve as
Asset Managers today. They immediately
set about repairing the building, once that
         
!     " 
Greycoat sold the tower to a joint venture
which eventually passed it over to
 #  $%  
entrepreneur in 2012.
&   '  "       
upcoming threat of planning permission
being granted for the whole host of
Bishopsgate Towers that we all know and
love. They wondered what would the
 (  )*+-/*)  !
was twenty years old when they purchased
so how could they set themselves
apart from their younger, more modern
 !) /
Some people who were born in the mid
or late nineties might say that Seinfeld
or Friends aren’t funny because the
trends they set are now ubiquitous in the
sitcom world. In the same way the idea of
delivering hotel style services in skyscrapers
might not seem out of this world now but
*+-       5 
them and can still make a good claim to
delivering them better than anyone else.
Tower 42 added a sweet kiosk outside
)  !  (   "
newspapers, magazines, food and drink to
all the tenants in the tower overnight so
that they are ready to be received in the
morning. There is a shoeshine chap inside
the front door and the reception team was
recruited exclusively from hotels. Together
they can speak over 12 languages.
Other features include a drop and collect
dry cleaning service, a nail bar, onsite
hairdressers. Many of these services are

CASE STUDY

delivered direct to the tenant’s desks,
  6 ! "     
London hotels. Finally there is a champagne
)  58   
spectacular views of London and a Michelin
Star restaurant as well, formerly run by
Gary Rhodes but since taken over by Jason
Atherton.
Five other buildings on the estate are also
owned by the same company as Tower 42.
 ( !       
a health club, physios, chiropractors,
spin classes and an acupuncturist. All od
these services are available to tenants at
concessionary rates.
“These services were never designed to
make huge sums of money,” says Barry
Rushmer, general manager on site. “Our
whole ethos revolves around tenant
retention and we are buoyant in capacity”
This is helped by the unique layout of the
tower. Though architect Richard Seifert
always denied the similarity to every other
member of the human race a bird’s eye view
of the Tower clearly resembles the infamous
  !"  )6
"  5      )  
The three separate leafs which combine
around the core can be let as one or in
separate blocks. This means that Tower 42
is probably the only building with such an
exclusive address which can give so many
5  )   8 5
available to rent. This has actually become
something of a USP for the Tower, they can
(5  :  )"  
but tenants only have to rent 3,000 sq feet
should they wish.
FM services on site are all outsourced.
Though BNP Paribas employ Rushmer none
of the team are branded according to their
actual employers, they present a united
Tower 42 face to the world. The entire team
comprises roughly 220 people across all the
facilities services. All of them contributing
( !  ;"  :   
  ( !  *+- 
pioneered and is a phrase that other iconic
buildings like the Shard and the Gherkin are
adopting.
Paul Harvey is the commercial director at
Ultimate Security. He joined the company in
- $     "5
excellent working relationship with Tower
42. “People are changing their perception
about what they will accept from their
workspace.” He says. “The importance
of engagement with end-user customers
is growing. Those same users compare
the services they receive with what they
encounter elsewhere. Clients and service
partners alike are thus increasingly driven
to ensure each interaction between service
personnel and end-user customers is as
positive an experience as possible. This
requires engaged frontline personnel
SEPTEMBER 2016
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    , "#  
          that understand their pivotal role and the
part they play in the customer experience
journey. Working at a landmark like Tower
42 presents our team with very unique
challenges. Issues like health and safety
and evacuation procedures. But if we want
to keep bringing in premium customers, the
sort such a site deserves, to the premises
we need to deliver a top quality service.
At buildings like this we house the sort of
people who are used to travelling business
   : ? 5  
their workspace. Leases are shorter and
8X ):5   Y
Harvey went on to stress that both he
and Rushmer viewed members of the
Ultimate team not as security guards but as
“front of house hosts,” who were recruited
5      6  
Both agree that their role is clear, they
take care of everything so that the Tower’s
tenants can get on with their core business.”
That isn’t to say that there aren’t very
real security concerns and that Ultimate
and Harvey don’t take their responsibilities
24
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very seriously. “International companies
are almost desensitised to being on high
alert on a day-to-day basis. As a security
company we know that we are a target
building in a target area of a target city.
The building has been bombed twice in
  65     
change over the 24-hour period. Still people
working in and around the Tower are so
used to high threat levels that they barely
consider them anymore.
“We have strong links with the local police
and have an open dialogue with police and
counter terror unit as well. We constantly
reappraise, communicate with tenants to
explain what the building needs. It’s about
an evolving, dynamic risk management
and rather than simply delivering set man
hours.”
Ultimate have been providing services
to Tower 42 since 2001 and just secured
an extension which will see them through
 --*  )
  *     
projects. “We are very happy with Ultimate,”
Rushmer says “and the service we receive.
The company is growing in the right way
and not forgetting the relationships they
have forged. Their engagement with me
is pretty special. If I wanted to pick up the
5  => ! ? 6
call even though he is on holiday at the
moment.”
This attitude permeates the entire
operation. Rushmer explains: “If we had
space and new tenants arrived part of the
introduction would be introducing their
management to all of our service providers.
We would take along a little goody bag,
some champagne, just to welcome them
into the building.”
On a fun note the Tower also plays host
to an annual stair running event which
)  D = % E 
 -   QV$: 
funded Shelter’s emergency phone lines for
a year. The record time is an incredible 4
minutes and 29 seconds, the average time
being over 13 minutes.
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REWARD GATEWAY

A REWARDING MOVE
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professional, warm, friendly and slick. When
  _6   $!  ,  
   (  - ,*  , 
natural light and an ideal location for clients
  $ ,  *6   -'  -
wanted the new space to feel like a home,
where clients could visit us and where we
could host events.”
)  J , (   ( 
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 ( X  ,  -   * ,
9 -  ,  $ , X  
$   (  -   M  
possible, taking care to design everything
    $( -   $ *!  
,  "  $ ' $~ J  
 |    $  $, 
, 
$  '{ ,'|3    , , '  
a year and a half ago, we realised we spent
$        $   M  
at our homes, so it was extremely important
that we got it right for our people.
|  M      ( \(
V    $(  ,  \ $
communication and collaboration massively.
#    V . -$,'
M - ,M   (  
 (  ,',  M 
redesign promotes employee engagement.
+ #  ,1 $ # ~M 

approach to activity based working.”
Rahimova has been with Reward Gateway
for over two and a half years now. As creative
director she is responsible for creating and
maintaining the company brand, making
    -  $, |  
very Reward Gateway.” Everything from the
  ,         \ M
marketing materials will go across her desk.

OUT WITH THE OLD
|-$- $(     ,
~ ,  M $     X  , 
 $(-'{ $   ,*|  ,
to work for Dazines (acquired by Reward
Gateway in 2014) and the managing director
, $    M  , ( 
  ( X *
+       (  '
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like… Roses, citrus or something else? We
 - |   , {   
new level.”
~ J   ',,  ,
9 - , |(   , 
with every element of the design and ensure
that there was a consistent design branding
between our collateral and our physical
space.
|6     ,      
design should be timeless and sustainable.
#  ,   ' $  '
everything is the original.
|+ (-   
 $,,    M ', (   
middle of one of the most bustling food hubs
~ , U #  X  , (  '# 
a place where people can gather and work
,  '# $¤ , $  
which we can use.
|          , $
  ( X     (  $ 
more important in culture and employee
 $      *3  
  -    ( X '   ,
that so much of what we were doing was
going to change how we worked, and how
involved RG people were going to be, so we
   , ,    M  
 X  -  *{

COLLABORATION

 ,    9,  
    ,   }`+  .
 $(-   U#   ,    $(   
on brand and the use of video as a medium
to connect to the audience. But at that
$   M   ($(  $
rooms, which was not the best formula for
   * (  '  $(-
( ,  V  '  $,  , 
M        *{
6
     $(-  
determined to iron out over the course of
 $  *6  ( (V ,
 -      V   -   
from the strangest things the team discussed
 X  -*|6  , ,     ,
 $ :{ $  - *|2  - 
would be the conversation we had about the
soap smell. We had a two hour conversation
about exactly what Reward Gateway smelled

   ,9 -  #  
(,   M *6 -
$( - ,3 "&'  (   M 
, '   $ , ( \ 
 *9 4 ' , ,!4' 
 ,9 - ,}|+ ((  ,3 
Sq as they had both great visual presentation
and ideas and we truly believed they were
credible and established enough to deliver
  ( X  $ *6 -  ( , 
boundaries in every aspect and delivered
on our brief to create a workspace that
encourages a collaborative and happy
workforce.”
3  $
    
was Brightspot Strategy, who help employers
migrate into new workplaces. Brightspot
helped to run the engagement activities
  M',   (  $ ,(    
 & ,,,     (   ,
   ,9 -# ( (   
the space they could really take advantage of
the design.
-' $(- ,3  -$ 
to assess how Reward Gateway was using
 (    M ,M  (  ,
 ,-*6 
   , ,  '
$  M '$  $ '   
spaces and even printers were utilised during
      ,- *+  -
,    ,  -  ( }
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 The overall utilisation of the space was
45 per cent (national average is 48 per
cent)
 Thirteen per cent of desks were left
unoccupied throughout the day
 Nearly 30 per cent of desks were used
one day or less per week
 There was a need for more spaces for
solitary working
 They needed more ad-hoc meeting
space for 2-4 people

What Reward Gateway really wanted to do
was make sure that no matter what kind of
   M     ,
to do, whether individually
or as part of a team, they
had the right sort of
space to achieve the
best possible results.
|+   , $ 
clients who had
recently redesigned
  M  
get notes on the
process, pitfalls
and best practices,”
, $ *|6 
one key tip that came
up again and again? Keep
carpet in the quiet areas to
reduce noise even more.”
But making sure that everything is perfect
(( , #$    - 
 $  -( *| -'
the nice deep window seats alongside
6   $!  ,  #  ,'{
, $ *|+  , ,- 
make the most out of the view and bundles
of light coming from the full-height windows.
As a result, we decided to use vibrant
cushions in our brand colours to upholster
the seals and turn them into low Balcony
seats that have been proving very popular
for casual catch ups.”

^     
     
   #   
    

   

FEEDBACK
" 'J ( $  M   
    ( ,$ (  '
        6   $
!  , M : $  -  
   |, ( ((     M '
and the importance of the workspace than
   ,  *+    ,'  
happy, motivated faces and a larger sense
          * #$
excited to see how we continue to adapt to
our new surroundings!”
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|    -    $  
evidently gone above and beyond on this
( X '  ,# $  ( ,  
 $(-     $ U{
|  -    M U  
excited about coming to work.”
|3    -
love moving around and using
 ,M    U5 # 
,   X , ,
amazingly proud.”



|   , $ ,- 
far better, more thorough and relaxed
conversations with my clients as a result
of feeling comfortable in a great working
space.”
 |6  M  33¥ 9'    ,   
really positive feedback, the attitude to work
and collaboration has improved 10 fold in
the last two weeks!”
 |6   M    -
  
(     U  -   ,
   M  $-( ,-,#$
, $ V  -*6   $ 
easy for me to get important actions done in
a comfortable way.”

FEATURE

CAFM

EXPLORING THE

FUTURE OF CAFM

FMJ takes a close look at the trends impacting CAFM, talking to industry experts about
their views on outsourcing, mobile technology, access requirements, hot desking,
early adoption of technology and more

E

arlier this year, FMJ sat down with Claire Visser,
director at CAFM Explorer, who had plenty of
interesting things to say about CAFM systems and their
role in the future of the FM industry.
“Facilities management is an ever-changing landscape,”
Visser says. “So is technology. People and companies need
to have a continuing drive to educate themselves and
understand trends.
“At CAFM Explorer we aim to provide a
 $(
  '\\    J   
designed to deliver the functionality a business needs
  M , $(-*3  ,,'
we cover areas such as help desk, cost control, asset
tracking, property management, room booking and
include an intuitive reporting dashboard. Beyond
this, clients have the opportunity to grow into the
J    ,    - , *
6  \   -    
trend we are seeing – customers no longer want
, (  -  $ ,((  ,  
from having all of their data in one place.”
Of course in such a rapidly-developing
industry, companies also need to be aware, as far as
possible, about how needs and technology are changing
so that they can adapt accordingly. What other trends
 !34.(  ,  ,:
“Outsourcing FM support services is almost guaranteed in
many sectors, but more and more companies are preferring
to directly own their CAFM system. There are a variety of
reasons for this, with many FMs now understanding just how
valuable the information and intelligence gathered can be.
Owning data not only provides greater visibility, it also gives
companies the ability to be compliant where required and
 ,X ,$    M - , 
their organisational requirements.
“Similarly mobile technology is becoming more common,
  ,,    M -*3  ,   ' 
are also seeing an increase in requests for access from any
device (BYOD) which creates its own issues – a good CAFM
solution will be able to handle this request!“
“The advances in the mobile sector are improving FM
M -  -,- -  $   (  ,
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CAFM

improving communication. As always, the
people who are able to adopt the most
     -  , 
  $   *{
“Finally, we are seeing that customers
are wanting to future-proof themselves
,, ($    , M - 
of managing their facilities. Intelligent
buildings, increased hot desking,
integrations with smart building monitoring
systems and pressures on utilisation mean
there are a growing number of users looking
to broaden the functionality, tracking
and reporting available within their CAFM
system.”
So far so good, but do the other major
players in the CAFM sector agree with CAFM
4.(  # 
$ : (    $
 , *

SERVICE WORKS GROUP
Gary Watkins, CEO at Service Works
Group had the following to say: “Facilities
management is a forward-thinking
profession, embracing technology to
$(    M -   *
6 , -    ,  
     ! $( 3, ,
Facilities Management
Z!3[ J ' 
the percentage of
facilities managers
reporting using
 J 
increasing
-
year-on-year.
The continued
key challenge
of budgetary
pressure is
having a positive
impact on the
number of businesses
adopting CAFM. In an industry
    - ,  
board room, with an increased responsibility
for productivity and workforce satisfaction,
facilities managers are recognising that
using CAFM creates value through the ability
to make better informed management
,    , $( -$   M 
working practices to increase service quality
and output.
“Transparency and information
management are vital for managing large
areas of space, assets and buildings, as
well as the many requests of a diverse
workforce and contractual SLAs and KPIs.
The comprehensive reporting capability of
 J ( ,  $  
with access to business critical information,
enabling them to manipulate data to aid
strategic FM planning whilst ensuring
complete auditability.

|  !3    J 
applications is also becoming more
commonplace as businesses strive to
$(   (   M -*
“Many organisations are realising how
 J    , , 
range of systems, including BMS (building
management systems), accounting
J '4%Z  (   ([
solutions, human resources tools, security
access systems, space planning applications,
environmental management systems, BIM
(building information modelling), smart
assets, geolocation systems, CAD (computeraided design), and health and safety
registers, to give the capability to deliver
one version of the truth and to create a fully
functional enterprise-wide solution.
“With BIM as a mandatory requirement
on all UK public sector projects, and as BIM
gains global momentum, there is a slow
but steady move to integrate CAFM with
) *6   M    (( -  
facilities industry to impact the whole lifecost of a building by working collaboratively
with the architecture and construction
  *  !3 J  ) 
streamlines the move from design and
construction to operation,
allowing facilities managers
to leverage BIM data
in order to quickly
build an accurate
asset register
upon which
M  
reactive
maintenance
tasks and PPM
activities can
be scheduled.
“The continued
upward trend
for outsourcing in
the FM industry goes
hand-in-hand with clients’
.(      '
improved technical expertise and access
to best practice. This is mirrored by an FM
, -     (    
 J    $  ( , 
, \ M  ( *!3' 
with other technology such as the Internet
of Things (IoT), robotics and mobile apps,
are the new holy grail for improving FM
delivery services and transparency, while
‘big data’ and analytics link data to decision
making to improve productivity and service
quality. Big data has entered the arena in a
V$ -        .(  
the potential for business improvement that
can be achieved by maximising the wealth
 $      ( *
3$   - (    M  , -'
or relies upon, evidence and data and the
world of FM is no exception.”

Integrating CAFM with
other software applications is
also becoming more
commonplace as businesses
strive to improve operational
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FSI
Karl Broom, senior business development
manager at FSI shared his views: “Outsourcing
of FM support services by major clients may
be a given at this point, however, direct
possession of the CAFM system as a client
asset is becoming increasingly the norm. This
is because the developing capabilities of the
system and the value, ease-of-use and reach of
the analysis of the data it can gather are being
recognised as too vital a strategic corporate
asset to be in the hands of a third-party.
This prompts a recognition of the
importance of integration tools where both
client and FM provider may wish to retain their
own CAFM systems which therefore need to
inter-relate intimately.
Methods of doing this on the ‘front-line’,
without recourse to back-room coders, are
  $,   ($      
 V    , .  *
“The mobile technology component within
a CAFM system is now viewed by most of the
market as a key, given capability, that comes
as part of an initial implementation. The
next phase of mobile development is moving
beyond the use of mobile devices for data
input and distribution of work instructions to
`  # M*
“We are gradually seeing buy-in from the
wider workforce and other stakeholders (such
as a university’s students) to make use of easyto-access and use mobile apps to report asset
failures, book meeting rooms and hot desks.
“What will follow next will be increasing the
value of mobile for analytics; apps that allow
more strategic decisions to be taken on-site,
on-the-spot.
“Critical to winning this buy-in is the need
from the CAFM industry to avoid ‘digital
disappointment’ among the potential user
base. The familiarity of so-called digital
   - M    $ 
from Apple, and other app/operating system
,   (  ', $,    \$ 
experience from a CAFM app must rank as
familiar and satisfying in its use. Any early
   ,   $  ,  

could take a long time to recover from.
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The mobile technology component within a CAFM system is
now viewed by most of the market as a key, given capability,
           
 
“The cloud is increasingly accepted as a
secure way to host business applications.
The reason behind use of a CAFM system is
inextricably linked with the need for access to
a (secure) always-on, 24/7 presence. The two
elements are made for each other and this
was a key driver in prompting us to invest in a
    M   ,,  -  
for our CAFM system.
|6   V .   ' $  
remotely, alongside a desire for businesses
  ,  .(    M    , ,
$$ V  ( '( $( ,  
of the hot desk culture.
“We see the CAFM element has two key roles
to play on behalf of a client.
“First, measuring and delivering the
analytics of take-up, occupancy rates and
patterns of use, to allow accurate provisioning
of the level of hot desk resource.
|"  ,' M 
 -  $  
helps in winning over the client’s workforce to
the desirability of using hot desking.”

where a dedicated workspace function does
not necessarily exist.
“Of course, there are two ways for teams
to respond to this: resist the additional
responsibility or embrace it as an opportunity
to add more value and elevate the standing of
!4,     $(-*
“The digital priorities going forward for CAFM
,!4 -  $    , $( - 
engagement and corporate culture. Companies
will need to look at information and technology
and its’ relationship to the workplace.
“Measurement will be key in the future.
Companies are looking to know What’s the
(     (- -  :
What are employee satisfaction levels like
(   :1 $-$  #,  , 
    :3 $  $  
,  ,:6      ( $ $ 
technology can play a crucial step in the
journey towards a digital workplace.”

ANDERS + KERN
QUBE
 9 " J     
expertise. “The world of work is changing at
a rapid pace. How can corporate real estate
,  $     -   J
,:1        ,
facilities managers face a growing imperative
to adopt new ways of working to quickly
,  $   M  ( , 
agile working practices.
“Traditionally, real estate and FM
departments were simply tasked with
  ( ( -   .   
assets. But increasingly they have the entire
responsibility for space and workplace
strategy, especially in mid-size businesses
32
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Finally marketing manager at Anders+Kern,
 9 $     }|!3
   ,  $V .  ,  
the changes in technology and ever growing
requirements of today’s FM professionals.
“Business requirements such as hot desking,
use of mobile technology and access control all
play a role and can be found in the latest CAFM
J ,$  $
  
technology.
|!3 J    !   ) 
for Outlook can handle all aspects of
booking meeting rooms, hot-desking, visitor
management, parking spaces, resources,
catering and other services for meetings
and events.
|!3 -  $  , V . -  

for the requirements of agile working and
mobile employees. For employees who are
 ( $ -  ,  M  
allocated workstation, they need a hot-desking
    ,    M  -$ ,*
|6   ,    M  ( 
accounts for one of the highest operational
costs, the potential for utilising the workspace
,,     *+ !3
Solutions such as Concierge Booking you can
,   $ J ' $  
   V (- , $$  
devices. You can easily search for available desks
,
 $  (  ,(  , $ *
“The ever increasing trend of employee remote
and mobile working means CAFM resources
need to be readily available and easily accessible
anywhere (not just at a PC).
“Making CAFM resources easily accessible
via smartphones, tablets and the browser will
increase mobility and allow employees to book
rooms, resources and catering services from
anywhere. This ensures that all employees can
access data and are not restricted to being in the
building – making it ideal for organisations who
want to increase the employees’ productivity
,V . -*
“Visitor management is an important part of
a CAFM solution. It can provide an overview of
expected visitors, visitors who are in the building
and whom they are meeting with.
“The Concierge visitor management module
allows you to pre-book visitors for meetings and
   (  M     ,
print visitor cards. Visitors can even sign in from
a self-registration screen, laptop or terminal.
“You can also add extra information about
        (  M 
location knows who is expected and is aware
of any special requirements. When pre-booking
  '   $ $  J 
also send an email to the guest containing a road
, ( , ,    -  
opening the gate.
|  $ (    M  -
managed by touch screen room booking displays
located outside the meeting room space. These
clearly show green or red lights to indicate the
availability of the room. These can be booked
either at the touch screen or via Outlook.
| $
     '     
& Kerrn room panel and Evoko Liso are able
     2    - ( , 
security for user authentication.
“Users can easily check in to their meetings
and make new bookings simply by holding their
 2,(    *
“As part of a total CAFM solution, the Fischer
ª8 $  $(       
 , -  !    J 
via the Display module. This means all available
and relevant information for a room booking can
be displayed on the screen. It is also possible to
request customised screen layouts to match with
corporate branding.”
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SURVEYING FM
Earlier this year Hannah Davis became the latest member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) Facilities Management Professional Group Board. In 2015 she also clinched the Women of the
                
 

H

         !

annah Davis has spent pretty much her
entire career with Faithful+Gould a property
expert dealing with commercial management,
project controls, project management, asset
management and more. But this doesn’t mean she
has stood in one place, of the 14 years Hannah has
spent in the industry half of them were spent in
Singapore, with regular trips to Malaysia, China,
Myanmar and other Asian nations broadening her
experience.
Hannah on her trip from England to the Orient
and back again has had the opportunity to gain a
great deal of varied experience, primarily working
in Strategic Asset Management focusing on three
main areas - life cycle, technical advisory and FM
consultancy. Hannah considered other industries
when undertaking work experience during collage “I
was going to be an accountant,” Hannah says. “But
my Dad, who is an engineer, suggested quantity
surveying. I did work experience in both industries,
both involved a lot of spreadsheets but the surveyors
let me drive the tower crane at the end of the week…
        
         
studied as a quantity surveyor (QS) one day out of
     !      
under the RICS Quantity Surveying Pathway. “When
I was training, the RICS Strategic FM Pathway didn’t
exist, and this is why I trained as a QS. It was quite
frustrating that we in strategic FM didn’t have our
own RICS pathway. Its’ great that this has now been
established. If we want to attract the youth of today
and tomorrow then we need to establish a clear
pathway to professional accreditation for them.”

WHAT WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE OF THE FM
INDUSTRY IN ASIA?
Whilst in her mid-twenties and working in
London Hannah decided that she needed a
new challenge, so, staying at the same company,
moved to Singapore and established a consulting
division for Faithful+Gould focused on asset
management, FM and sustainability. For the next half
decade or more she travelled all over the Far East
working with clients from various sectors to share
lessons learned in FM and life cycle costing in the UK.

This work initially focused on technical advisory in
PPP, and then expanded to FM, life cycle costing and
sustainability.
I asked Hannah about the comparison between
the FM industry in the UK and in Singapore.
She outlined her belief that we in the UK have
developed our FM industry within the context of
having a built environment comprising of large,
aging building stock with limited funds. In Singapore
     "       "  
commercial drivers associated with the escalating
cost of real estate, results in a strong drive to replace
buildings with bigger buildings. The result of this is
that the average age of the estate is much lower.
Hannah noted that “As a result of this, our
      "  # $%      
by the condition of our built environment, whereas in
Singapore overdesign can be more of a factor.”
&   
   "     '''
the UK and Singapore markets and Hannah
 *  "   /0     
the commercial drivers for FM where Hannah
outlined the importance of PPP in really focusing
 $% *  12     " /3 
explained that “The majority of my workload when
I moved to Singapore was around the use of PPP
which was being introduced to social infrastructure
schemes in the region. In Britain PPP has been in
place for about 20 years and this has driven the
market towards modelling and understanding risks
and costs associated with the in-use phase of a
building. Because of this we have a greater volume of
data, and benchmarks, available to us.”
0   *  "         
the use of PPP and availability of capital investing.
Hannah commented “In the UK we have aging
infrastructure, but lack the ready capital investment
to address this. This provided a key driver for our
use of PPP. In Singapore, capital investment is more
readily available and the infrastructure condition
  /0    3  6 6   "  /
“In my opinion, one of the key drivers for Singapore
trialing PPP was that they understood the potential
demand in the wider Asia region and were looking to
gain experience which they could then export.”
0  "     
  "  
working models.

SINGAPORE AND THE RICS
Many of us in FM work globally, and so we touched
      "       
experienced. Hannah noted that in the workplace
people were less combative. In Singapore “losing
face” is a huge issue, anyone from the West
working out there should make sure not to make
people look foolish in public. Hannah asserts that
if you’re working in the international arena but
  "     7  
poorly on you as a professional. She says “I would
advise anyone working internationally to research
 
  "   6   
to approach international work with an attitude
of ‘I know better than you.’ I have experienced this
obnoxious behavior before - it is a barrier to both
producing good work and establishing good working
relationships. The best results are seen through a
collaborative approach.”
The role of the RICS is mentioned as being a good
way of understanding both cultural and technical
"    "    /83   
a fantastic place. There is a fast paced industry,
interesting projects – and the food is incredible (you
 9 :/;     
needs to take the time to understand how things
are done and why. I think that providing insight to
legislation and guidance through a central body of
*  6    "     
areas, is something RICS is doing very well.”

WOMAN OF THE FUTURE
<          *   
whether she could really put down permanent roots
and settle down in Singapore. In 2013 she transferred
back to her old team in London. She was soon
encouraged to put herself forward for the Women of
the Future Awards. Despite being initially hesitant, “I
 ?           6  
eventually submitted her name.
The awards don’t just cover construction and
FM, there are awards open to those working in the
        6      
and more. “The objective,” Hannah adds, “is for
the winners in all the divergent categories to link
up and network. To learn from each other and take
SEPTEMBER 2016
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    "     / *
this is huge for FM because I don’t feel we are
            
– particularly when it comes to diversity and
inclusion. The opportunity to learn from these
industries is huge for us.”
The procedure is pretty familiar. Hannah had
to submit a nomination pack, make her way
through a shortlist and overcome an interview.
Finally she had to attend an awards night,
(she insists she didn’t expect to win) and,
 6 *    /8        
something, it wasn’t very prepared but it was
  
There were a plethora of events arranged
   /    *   * 
conferences about diversity, FM, even at Tesco’s
Women in Property Group. She commented
“Winning has really opened up the networking
side of things for me. This is something which
    6     
evident that it can be for others too. Having
these introductions has really helped me.”
I asked Hannah about the other initiatives she
was involved with as a result of the Woman of
the Future Awards. She said “I also took part
in the Ambassador’s Programme which pulls
together A Level students so you can talk to them
about your industry. It is a little bit like a career’s
fair.” This obviously ties into the long running
    *12   6   
built environment in general, a career of choice
for the next generation.
Hannah has plenty of ideas
for how to solve the skills
shortage issue which is
a problem that seems
to plague every FM
conference and
event. Hannah’s
view is that
“Getting into
schools at A
Level, making
people aware of
the wide range
of professional
opportunities
within FM would be
ideal. We need to make
people aware that there are
many options available within FM
as a whole, there are actually loads of careers
     /  ?   
      * 
 0@
campaign, or similar, to get that information out
to everyone.”
Hannah mentioned that she had been asked
the same question recently “I was on a panel
at the RICS Diversity and Inclusion Conference,
and was on a panel with some apprentices. They
asked me what we needed to promote the built
environment as a good career path and I said an
‘Ally McBeal of construction’ someone glamorous
and successful that helps people understand
what the work is like – albeit subconsciously.

I thought this was a really good answer until
they all admitted that none of them knew
who Ally McBeal was.”

THE RICS FM BOARD
But all jokes aside what is it that Hannah is
*      J N38< 
winning the award I contacted RICS to try
        " 
support. I thought there were two main
    V   
through involvement in the RICS Diversity
and Inclusion agenda. The second is around
increasing awareness of the FM profession,
and of the RICS as a professional body
representing FM.”
Hannah joined RICS through the
Quantity Surveying Pathway in 2006, and
is a strong advocate of the APC, and of the
development of the Strategic FM Pathway.
“The FM industry desperately needed a
professional body which focuses on the
strategic elements. RICS clearly recognised
the need for a professional body in strategic
FM when they created the faculty. The
faculty is relatively new but already it is a
hub for technical guidance and case studies,
and the pathway to becoming a professional
member of the RICS through the Strategic
FM Pathway has been established.
Hannah noted that organistions play a
       
too. Within her own organisation,
Faithful+Gould, there is already an excellent
graduate development programme which
she was involved with by providing
APC mentoring in Singapore and
the UK. She also established the
Strategic Asset Management
Graduate Development Program
at Faithful+Gould on returning to
the UK. The development work
for this included undertaking
a gap analysis of the skills
graduates would have, against
those you would expect of a
Consultant grade. Hannah recognises
that the RICS APC can address part of
this gap through the further development
of competencies, as is already being
undertaken at RICS. The importance of
this is recognised by the RICS Strategic FM
Board who are working towards change in
this area.

At present too many FM
teams are pursuing a
completely separate strategy
to the company they are
meant to serve.”
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In response to being questioned on where
she believes the FM industry is currently,
Hannah said “I believe that the FM industry
is becoming increasingly self-aware, and
that this is leading to the recognition for
standardisation. There has already been
some standardisation, for example through
the development of ISO 15686: Part 5 and

the New Rules of Measurement 3 (“NRM 3”).
We are also seeing the Building Engineering
Services Association (“BESA”) further
advance the SFG20 standard maintenance
tasks and timings.” Hannah believes that the
development of this best practice guidance
will improve standardisation and thus
   "    /
When asked about the growing trend
in the industry for people to think about
the workspace over traditional facilities,
Hannah is less than convinced. “Anything
that promotes people thinking about their
area of work and amending this to improve
productivity is good, but I do feel that we
have bigger issues to contend with at this
stage. For example, we don’t have a standard
form of FM contract. The result of this is that
organisations and FM companies create
 *   /0    " 
for everyone. I think we need to give priority
to focusing on tackling issues like this which
     "   
the industry.”
She also has strong views around board
representation for the FM industry. “This
is an issue very close to my heart as I work
in strategic FM consultancy where board
level engagement is key. To drive change
we need to be involved at a board level as
a FM function. At the very least we need to
understand the direction of the business
through interaction with the board. How else
       
Hannah further noted that “At present too
many FM teams are pursuing a completely
separate strategy to the company they are
meant to serve. With the built environment
being so key to many businesses, this is
madness. However, we as professionals
in strategic FM need to establish robust
maintenance strategies that align with
the organisation’s business strategy, and
report progress in a meaningful way. This
     12]    ? 
recognised by the board”
Faithful+Gould have recently launched a FM
Maturity Matrix which is an assessment tool
which helps organisations develop a plan
for developing their FM strategy. Hannah
outlines the FM Maturity Self-Assessment
tool as a simple online tool which would be a
worthwhile read for anyone with an interest
in the way their organisation’s buildings
and assets are managed in operation. The
  12    
    "    12   
compare to international best practice
and standards. The review includes how
sophisticated, robust, and consistent your
planning, systems, and delivery approaches
are across the FM service. The output from
the tool is a short summary of potential next
steps to improve performance. The Maturity
Matrix can be assessed here:
www.fmmaturity.fgould.com

Scheduled maintenance means
no more lost bookings

A dirty dining room floor revived in just
four hours

Correct cleaning keeps floors like this in
tip top condition

Restore the sheen on a scratched
and stained surface overnight

The cost effective way to
maintain wood ﬂoors
The Bona Floor Treatment programme
• Save money by maintaining your ﬂoor at appropriate intervals
• Prolong the time between full renovation or replacement
• Reduce periods of disruption, downtime and lost revenue
• Treatment carried out by Bona Certiﬁed Contractors – independent wood ﬂoor experts
• Three levels of treatment – tailored and scheduled to your facility
• Floors look good and perform safely – for as long as possible between treatments
For more information or to request a Bona Floor Treatment brochure –
01908 525 150 / info.uk@bona.com

Be Zmart and

CHOOSE POLYMER

Discuss a trial today

www.zehnder.co.uk/BeZmart

info.uk@bona.com
bona.com
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WINTER IS
COMING
With summer now almost over FMJ hears from the specialists in the industry about what companies
and businesses need to be doing to prepare for the colder months ahead
GRITIT
Jason Petsch, CEO of winter specialists GRITIT says:
“Whether we’re soaking up the sun or sheltering
under an umbrella from the rain, summer is
a time that people tend to want to
   M ,' , ,- ,   
about the disruption that snow and ice can cause.
And, when the British weather is so unpredictable,
with the winter of 2015/16 going down in the record
books as the third warmest since 1910, we tend
to forget about past extreme conditions where
exceptionally cold periods of severe frost and heavy
snow have caused major disruption across the UK.
“However, leaving winter to chance can
       $$ ,
retail organisations, schools and universities,
hospitals, manufacturers, and utility and transport
businesses. An ad hoc approach is no longer
, &   ((     ,   
continuity. All organisations must be able to
demonstrate that they have done everything
reasonably possible to meet their Duty of Care and
that they have met all health and safety legislation,
  $  $      M,
customers during harsh winter weather. Failing to
do so can leave a company vulnerable to litigation,
should they be found negligent if a slip, trip or fall
on ice incident results in injury, may negatively
M   ( ,    $(  
company’s bottom line.
“To optimally manage business risk during winter,
a comprehensive and continually-developing
maintenance plan should be supported at top level
by embedding this into the organisation’s health
and safety policy.

“The key elements that should be incorporated in
a winter maintenance plan are:
 ensuring that the plan is robust through a
recognised health and safety management
system such as OHSAS 18001
 appointing a senior ‘champion’ of the plan so
that this has appropriate importance within the
organisation and has a high level of buy-in
 ,    (   - 

(

   (    ,, $
members
 maintaining records showing the plan has been
delivered and keep these for a minimum of three
years
 documenting the proactive winter management
plan and service activity, fully investigate
accidents and record all details
 ensuring the plan is based on real time accurate
weather data and agreed action triggers for
service
 carrying out detailed bespoke site surveys and
(    ,  , ,    
 allocating adequate resources - a dedicated
 , $' M , \$ ,%%4
 communicating the plan clearly so that
 -  ' $ (     M,   ' 
    (  (    
 $  (  $   -,  ,
8%
 reviewing plans and policies on a regular basis:
at least bi-annually
 sharing winter risk plans with the company’s
broker/insurer

|6   $  M  ' $  
should be an all-year-round job. The winter
maintenance plan should be regularly reviewed
and updated using up-to-date information, and
drawing on recent experience from the winter just
gone, to resolve any issues, explore new initiatives
and allocate budget to improve the plan going
forward for the coming winter.
|%     $    
helping to maintain facilities and keep people safe.
As part of a robust winter maintenance service, a
sophisticated level of meteorological data, based
on area/localised forecasts from a specialist
forecasting company, from a specialist forecasting
company, can be used to reduce risk from reactive
maintenance.
“A winter maintenance plan, with a robust
gritting and snow clearance service that comes
into operation, 24/7 and 365 days a year, as soon
as the daily forecast for road surface temperatures
fall to or below 0°C, provides reassurance that
all reasonable activity is taking place to mitigate
business risk and put safety at the top of the
agenda.
“Designated entrances, walkways and car park
areas should be a priority for a gritting and snow
clearance service that must be solidly based on:
 high quality, accurate weather forecast data and
agreed action triggers for service
 ,  , (      - , (   
 ,  , ,    , ( 
gritting instructions
“It is important that businesses plan ahead to
ensure the winter months receive an allocation of
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annual budget for seasonal risk management. It
is virtually impossible to ensure that a property is
completely risk free but a robust winter maintenance
plan, along with the latest knowledge and innovation
and a quality service delivered by highly trained
M'      $(   
achieved with optimum claim defensibility, should an
incident occur.”

DE-ICE
-~ (    \   2 \ ' ,
supplier of gritting and snow clearance services.
She agrees that planning thoroughly and early
 
}|6  ,-   $ Z  
 
" ,['$   M 
of our winter service season. It’s a busy time of
- '    ,     
clients, preparing our teams and their machinery,
, ,  M         
months ahead. It’s hard to believe, but summer
, (    , J   
busiest time of year.
|  ,   -  , # J   
of activity as a result of extremely cold weather at
the very beginning of November, but it wouldn’t be
unheard of. And, for that reason, we guarantee to be
100 per cent ready.
“The stark reality is that there isn’t much time
 J ( (      *-  ,
days remain until summer is over, and the frostier
mornings begin to set in. We, and our clients, are
ready, but are you?
|1  '2 \  M   (     $  
    ',$  -   Z [
are ready to take on the cold weather that lies ahead.
26946***   ,     
preparation.

 Know where you stand
Be aware of what service you already have in

sites, and what is needed at them. Which

 9%"

exits and entrances need to be covered?

 Transparent audit trails

Are there car parks or any real hotspots
of activity, where you cannot afford for
downtime or accessibility issues? Or where
an incident could easily occur?
 Know your budget
Knowing the level of service you require
and engaging with a professional service
provider will help manage budgets and
enable you to be fully aware of what is
available to you. Any reputable service
provider will always look to work to the
best of their ability within that budget and
to effectively communicate with you. Be
aware as in most cases – if it looks too good
to be true then it probably is! You don’t
want to be left with the phone ringing off
the hook with complaints when adverse
weather hits.

place, when it comes to the gritting and snow
clearance of your site(s). Have you re-signed a

 Start to do your research and due diligence

contract with last year’s supplier? Are you on

on winter service providers

a rolling contract? Do you work along the self-

With this, you should appreciate that

service lines? Or, are you in a position that you

there is a solution to every specific need;

don’t have anything in place at all?

one size doesn’t have to fit all. The winter
maintenance industry has matured, winter

 Review previous service levels

gritting and risk management is the norm

Take the time to review the services that you

and forms part of the FMs buying cycle.

have previously had in place. Look at what

This maturity means that leading providers

worked well and what didn’t. Use these as key

are, or should be, consistent when it comes

learnings, so that you can ensure the examples

to basic service provision. However, when

of best practice filter across into the season

it comes to bespoke requests, additional

ahead, and are used by your service provider.

costs will apply.

Equally, you need to ensure that any mistakes
previously made don’t happen again. Making

 Standard contracts should include:

a physical record of these and sharing is

 Daily weather monitoring with forecasts from
a reputable weather provider

recommended.
 Know your sites
Make sure you have a full understanding of your
40
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attendance
 Service provided using dedicated gritting
equipment

 Trained and fully insured operatives
“What you need to do is to work with a
provider who is ready to partner with you,
, ,  ,,-, M  -
on your requirements. Building a relationship
is key; everyone needs to pull in the same
,  ',   Z [    ,
operational at all times.

 Remember, you are buying a winter
‘safety blanket’
Have an appreciation for the implications
of things going wrong, whether that is
legal action and/or reputational damage.
Yes, setting up winter service is going to
cost money, but you are effectively buying
winter insurance. The money that it will
cost will - inevitably - end up being a saving
to the organisation.
 Start preparing...
It’s a message we hear drummed out year
after year, but probably because it’s a valid
one. Don’t leave planning to the eleventh
hour - be prepared and take action now.
Those who don’t are taking a serious
gamble.
“De-ice is one of the UK’s longest-established
and leading winter gritting and snow clearance
specialists. The company provides winter
maintenance services, helping to keep
businesses, hospitals, schools and retail outlets
safe and open during extreme weather.
“The company has built a bespoke technology
system which monitors the weather and
triggers service delivery alerts. The system then
  (      %23 '  
whether service delivery has taken place. In
the event of a possible claim, De-ice customers
can rely on an extensive service audit trail in
order to evidence that a site or an area was fully
serviced.”

The Standard in Fire Systems

Advanced ﬁre systems are famously easy
to install, maintain and operate, with
quality and performance levels that lead
the industry in over 60 countries.

MxPro 5 is our unbeatable multiprotocol
panel. It includes AlarmCalm false alarm
management and supports TouchControl
repeaters with Active Maps.

Contact us now for more information or a demo

Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111 Fax: +44 (0)1670 707 222
Email: sales@advancedco.com Web: www.advancedco.com

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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FREEDOM TO FOCUS ON
YOUR BUSINESS
Good Facilities Management allows an
organisation to focus on its core business
with the peace of mind that its FM partner
is providing a fully managed facilities
management service.
MML, a leading UK and European Facilities
Management company, can complement the
work of your in-house team or provide complete
management of your FM requirements. Our
Managing Agent model means we are supplier
agnostic and negotiate the best price and terms
with transparent accounting.
Whether you need a planned or reactive
maintenance programme, MML ensures
you are safe, secure, legally compliant and
environmentally sound with a tailored solution to
meet your business requirements.

EFFECTIVE ASSET MANAGEMENT
6    M  $ $ '
we can identify trends and put in place
processes to deliver the most cost
M     *3 ,
the on-going management of the asset
register is an element of our facilities
management experience. It can be
delivered as a standalone module or
as part of a full facilities management
service. Whatever your scope, we
will provide full lifecycle reporting,
providing insight into issues such as
equipment failure rates and productivity to enable
you to steer capital purchases and better manage
your FM budget.

COST TRANSPARENCY AND CONTROL
~( , -, -*3
contractor charges for frontline maintenance
services are passed through to the client at cost.
+    ( '-  
assured that spend is being managed to ensure
your budget is on track. Our invoice validation
service ensures that best value is achieved from
contractor service delivery with systematic rates
 , ,    
delivering a service. During validation, your
      V  ,    
control is maintained throughout the process.
 $ -  (
+  M    ,,, (  
reporting/dashboard solutions which give visibility
of the information that is important at all levels of
your business.

)-,  ,-  (  & $  
our Business Intelligence team is able to focus our
in-depth analysis to help identify the trends and
the areas for improvement, providing you with
the insight to make informed business decisions,
helping to reduce costs and drive your business
forward.

AROUND THE CLOCK SUPPORT
Immediate assistance is available through our
24/7/365 Customer Experience Centre. Our highly
 , $  (   J  $ 
your calls, buildings, equipment and assets.
The Helpdesk, within our Customer Experience
Centre, is at the heart of our service. The skill and
experience of our representatives is critical when
communicating with your teams and suppliers. Our
Helpdesk adds considerable value in service, but
is also a component in cost reduction by avoiding
the duplication of calls and bundling or batching
works wherever possible to ensure your budget is
protected from wastage.

 www.maintenance-management.com
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STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
Your continued compliance with relevant legislation
is always at the forefront of our mind.
Whatever the requirements, we work in
partnership with you to ensure that you are kept
-  -     *+  M 
guidance and support to ensure you are following
the relevant regulations for your business.
MML has transparency at its heart
MML is a leading UK and European facilities
management company working in partnership
    $    M $(, ,
24/7 fully managed maintenance service. With a
reputation for working with recognised high street
brands, such as the John Lewis Partnership and
Lloyds Pharmacy, MML provides a full managing
agent service including 24/7 helpdesk support,
facilities and asset management, statutory
 $( '  , ( *6 
Milton Keynes based company employs 125 people
and is a member of the BIFM, the professional body
for Facilities Management.

 0845 474 0586
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Healthcare Estates
Conference. Exhibition. Dinner. Awards.
4-5 October 2016 Manchester Central

Registration Now Open
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Transforming the estate through collaboration. Integrate efﬁcient patient-centred
environments by collaborating with the right people, ﬁnd inspiration and foster
aspirational attitudes. Register for FREE at www.healthcare-estates.com
At Healthcare Estates you will ﬁnd 5 zones which focus on key areas in the healthcare
sector. Each zone offers free to attend theatres delivering specialist content and case
studies, while exhibitors showcase a range of specialist products and services.

The 5 zones cover these specilast areas:
- Energy & Efﬁciency Theatre

Event Partner

Main Event Sponsor

Principal Media Partner

- Hospital Engineering Theatre
- Mental Health & Dementia Theatre

Supported By:

- Speciﬁcation & BIM Theatre
- Water & Infection Control Theatre

Register for FREE

PRO CURE

#HCEstates16

22

VIP Sponsor
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FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES FOR PEOPLE
IN NEED IN BLACKPOOL
Blackpool Food Partnership now collects fresh fruit and vegetables and
distributes it to organisations across Blackpool, including children’s centres,
hostels and community kitchens. This has been made possible through a
partnership with OCS, which has donated equipment and consultancy services
for storing fresh foods.
Michael Buck, general manager for OCS said: “This organisation is meeting
a vital need in the area and, as a family organisation committed to making a
  
  $*^  
experience and expertise to good use to support this.”
Donated fridges increase the shelf life of surplus vegetables, which would
   _` 
 {Z     
sustainable
use of surplus
food is in
someone’s

cuts are likely
to have a
 
impact on the
need for food,
so to be able
to expand
what we can
take is very
timely.”
 www.ocs.co.uk

WEBER’S AWARD-WINNING PRODUCTS WITH
LOW DUST TECHNOLOGY ARE THE FIRST
CHOICE OF PROFESSIONAL TILE FIXERS
Low Dust Technology is
an innovative, advanced
     
reduces airborne dust
created during the pouring
and mixing processes. Low
[|    
introduced to weber.set rapid
SPF almost a decade ago and
  < 
<  
rapid, without compromising
the premium characteristics
of the original products.
^       "  ^ 
}  ;      "      
#      
  "   
application cleaning up and less waste. The three products also carry Weber
Rewards stickers where unique codes can be registered at www.loveweber.
co.uk as part of the refreshed Weber Rewards loyalty scheme.
Weber products with Low Dust Technology are manufactured in the UK at
 ^  _ @  
product quality, uniformity and availability with reduced transportation
 *$~  
 www.loveweber.co.uk
 08703 330 070

SARACEN EXPANDS ITS FINANCE PORTFOLIO
WITH PROJECT FOR CLEARWATER
^  @  
completed a contract to
      
house, Clearwater
@      
Chandos Place, in the
City of London, based
on designs submitted
at the competitive
tender stage. The work
follows on from the
successful handover of
an earlier redesign project, completed by the leading workplace consultant for
*  /+
;  >         

including the creation of a centralised and circular meeting room built from
"    < 
       
<          
and breakout area and the installation of a new air conditioning system.
Partner at Clearwater, Chris Smith said: “Saracen has demonstrated an
           
the results. The designs supplied by Saracen were the most creative that we
 "   "          
use of space. As a result, we have ensured that we have room to grow further
      "       "  
on both the team and visitors.”
 www.saraceninteriors.com

CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY AWARDED
TRADE MARK
Kings Security’s KIS given EU trade mark
     '^    
         '
@ ^" '@^
'@^            
proved hugely successful for clients that include national retailers and regional
%]   " "  
   " "      
September of this year.
'@^      //+   /
the European
% @  
 $ 
%@$ 
will be valid for
  +
years. At the
same time, the
'@^ 
“Vision Without
Boundaries” has
also received
trade mark
protection.
 www.kingsltd.co.uk
 0800 804 6171
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fmﬁrst® CAFM Software Suite

• Intuitive
• Flexible
• Innovative
• Secure
fmﬁrst® estates and facilities software provides
powerful CAFM functionality to support
maximum efﬁciency and productivity targets.
Take control with simpliﬁed task ticket creation
and task management functionality including
targeted, intuitive Help Desk. Free system
reviews available.
Find out more - contact Asckey Data Services Ltd
tel. 0845 270 7747 www.fmﬁrst.co.uk enquiries@asckey.com

WhiﬀAway Waterless
Urinal Technology
A Tried & Tested Solution
Since 1990, WhiﬀAway Group has been a market leader in waterless urinal technology.
Organisations such as Sainsbury’s, McLaren, VUE Cinemas, Westﬁeld Shopping Centres, M&S,
Bank of America and Centrica have converted to 100% water-free urinals with WhiﬀAway.

SYSTEM
BENEFITS
INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating Urinal Odours
Save Money
Save Water
Reduce Energy Consumption
Fully Recyclable

•
•
•
•

No More Urinal Flooding
Reduces Blockages
Improves Urinal Hygiene
No More Harmful Chemicals

Now is the time to review water-free urinals and contact WhiﬀAway to save money, water and energy,
in conjunction with reducing operational costs and enhancing washroom perception.

For further information please visit our website www.whiﬀaway.com
or contact 0800 783 4883 or send email to info@whiﬀaway.co.uk
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6 LITRE COMMANDER MULTICHEM, MULTI
CLASS FIRE EXTINGUISHER (34A, 233B 75F)
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 www.acornfiresecurity.com

 01254 207532

MAKING RECYCLING CUPS EASIER
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 www.leafieldrecycle.com
 comms@leafield-environmental.com

HYDRO-QUÉBEC ENTRUSTS ITS FLAGSHIP
DATA CENTRE TO ADVANCED FIRE SYSTEMS

STOP YOUR PPE FROM ‘WALKING’
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 www.carryonvending.co.uk
 helena@apogee-international.co.uk
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 01225 816541

 enquiries@acornfiresecurity.com
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 01462 416 222/3

Generators
when failure is not an option

Uninterruptible Power Supplies

Service & Maintenance
Repair
Installations

Celebrating 60 years of excellence!
PPSPower have been specialists in back up power solutions
since 1956. Previously trading as PowerPlant Services &
The Progress Group, in 2014 these two companies came
together to form PPSPower.
PPSPower are now one of the largest and most respected
providers of Generator and UPS maintenance, repair and
installation solutions.
We have a truly national team of engineers that cover the
whole of England and Wales with a dedicated team and
depot in Scotland.
Find out more: www.PPSPower.com
Email the team: Hello@PPSPower.com
Give us a call:
0345 200 9888

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

‘PHENOMENAL’ FOUR-DAY RESPONSE FROM
PORTAKABIN PROVIDES CLASSROOMS FOR 480
EDINBURGH CHILDREN

ALTRO STANDS THE TEST OF TIME IN
HISTORIC SCHOOL

When the Royal High
School of Edinburgh had
to be closed for urgent
remedial building works,
Portakabin, the UK’s
leading modular building
specialist, responded with
16 classrooms to enable
480 children to resume
their studies – and in just
four days from the initial
enquiry.
The local Portakabin Hire Centre team in Edinburgh provided the
exceptionally fast response – sourcing 16 buildings for high quality classrooms,
transporting each building to the school, and putting in place external power
           
and access steps and ramps.
The Portakabin building solution allowed the school to re-open and most
importantly, with all children at Royal High School on their original site.
Andrew Kerr, chief executive of the City of Edinburgh Council said: “It was
great to see such collaboration, commitment and focus on the urgency of the
project to ensure the school could re-open so quickly. We have received only
positive feedback from the school about the quality of the classrooms and
could not have asked for a better service.”
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again for a total refurbishment.
The King's School in Ely, Cambridgeshire, is a co-educational
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selecting the integrated
system of compatible
hygienic wall cladding and
 -V  
the entire kitchen recently
,   *3  
system is fully integrated,
    (  -
to provide a hygienic,
watertight solution for
commercial kitchens.
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 www.portakabin.co.uk

 www.altro.co.uk

 0845 401 0010

 information@portakabin.co.uk
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EXPERTS URGE BUSINESSES TO TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY OVER GULLS

GRADUS LAUNCHES SUREPROTECT PURE
HYGIENIC WALL CLADDING

Gull attacks have featured
prominently in the news in
recent weeks and months
with damage to the economy,
business premises and risk to
the general public becoming a
national problem.
John Dickson, MD and
founder of NBC Environment,
says: “Every year we read
horror stories about gulls in
 ( ,  J   $    *  $  
solving the issue it would seem that we’re reached a stalemate. Businesses
expect the public sector to deal with the problem but are unwilling to take
on any responsibility of their own. Equally, without the support of national
  $ ' #  , $          , 
to gull management, claiming nothing can be done.
The problem of urban gulls is becoming particularly acute in parts of
the country where populations have adapted to scavenge from business
( $ ',  ,    *6     $ ,  '
, V' ( ( *3    ( .$-  $   
with it numerous hazards, which can potentially leave business owners and
other publicly liable organisations open to litigation.
)!4 $   M         
providing advice on how to take action to reduce the gulls’ negative impact
on towns, cities, businesses and people.

Contract interiors specialist Gradus has launched SureProtect Pure, a smooth
PVC-u wall cladding system designed as an ‘easy to clean’ solution for areas
where cleanliness is a priority.
SureProtect Pure is ideal for applications that must adhere to rigorous
hygiene standards. The smooth surface is impervious to moisture and bacteria,
therefore an ideal choice for providing a hygienic wall cladding solution in a
wide range of applications including healthcare environments, in food service
applications and sport and leisure facilities.
The new range provides a durable and protective barrier that is resistant to
  
          
whilst also decreasing the likelihood of creating vulnerable points for water
ingress.
Anna ConradSmith, Marketing
Product Manager
for Gradus,
comments:
“Smooth surfaces
that are easy
to clean and
impervious to
moisture are
generally recommended in clinical areas. It is also important that the material
is able to withstand rigorous cleaning schedules and is resistant to damage
under impact.”
         "  

 www.nbcbirdandpest.co.uk

 www.gradusworld.com

 0800 169 9646

 01625 428922
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THEE MONTHLY BLOG FROM MARTYN FREEMAN, MITIE'S FACILITIES MANAGEMENT MD

LUDDITES AND THE

FUTURE OF FM
T

his may surprise you, but I don’t have a PC
- nor a laptop, nor a desktop. This doesn’t
mean I’m a Luddite! In fact, I do have the
latest iPhone and iPad, and 95 per cent of my
technology use is through my phone.
From dealing with emails, text messages, social
media, and travel to controlling the heating and
energy at home, setting up Sky or even reminding
me to get flowers for my wedding anniversary,
my phone helps me manage a host of aspects of
day-to-day living.
There are hundreds of thousands of apps for the
iPhone. They do everything from monitoring your
health to ordering lunch, and increasingly they
rely less and less on user input but on information
drawn from apps and the internet.
Before this turns into an ad for Apple, let me say
‘other smartphones are available!’ But it’s not
that technology is getting smarter, it’s actually
making much smarter use of information, which
points to a very interesting future.
A few days ago I visited a client in York and,
while discussing the unusually late summer
weather, he showed me an app on his phone
that monitors the temperature in their office.
Based on parameters he has set up, the app will
open, close, adjust and rotate the shutters on
the outside of the building to defect the sun, and
improve the comfort of those inside – without

him actually needing to do anything.
Although he is in York, the building in question
is in Sussex, but he has real-time information
from an app that is taking decisions that affect
the workplace environment. It’s all managed
from the palm of his hand so, like me, he doesn’t
actually need a PC to do his job.
This is a great example of the latest subject
to grip the IT world – the Internet of Things,
known in the industry as ‘IoT’. It is a huge leap
forward from desk-bound computing, because
it allows machines to talk to other machines
and make decisions without the need for human
intervention.
The really clever aspect of this isn’t just about
capturing information, but the way that data
from multiple sources is captured and interpreted
to drive decisions to improve an outcome. The
perfect example of this has just happened – my
phone has just beeped to alert me that a traffic
jam has closed the A34. It is suggesting a different
route to get to my next meeting and that I should
leave half an hour earlier to arrive in time.
People in the industry call this smart
technology, but to put it simply, it is the
interconnection of various bits of data for the
benefit of the user. The “smart” bit is tying it all
up and overlaying an analytic programme that
presents different ‘what if?’ scenarios to the user.

MITIE GET ON THEIR
BIKES FOR CHILDREN
A sponsored bike ride from London to Paris has seen cyclists
from Mitie raise £21,983 to support Action Medical Research,
an organisation committed to research and combatting
,   M    $    , *
Last month, 14 employees from the facilities management
company took part in the two day, 300-mile bike ride to help
  , ,    ,   ,  78
 
 ,   , -,  *
Tim Howell, managing director of Mitie’s landscaping
business and organiser and participant of the cycle, said:
“Action Medical Research continuously makes ground ,     $(  ,     
 ,   -  *        ( ,
,,   ,  (( *4 -     $ ,
so hard in the run up to the ride and the entire team was
,  $ ,  ',    ( ,',  $ 
$  -(        - *{

Martyn Freeman, managing director,
facilities management at Mitie
When you think of the petabytes of data that we
in the FM industry collect and manage, it makes
a lot of sense that we should be looking at ways
to turn that data into insight. Rather than just
collect information and display it in a series of
pivot tables and coloured graphs, we should be
looking at how to add value, through identifying
actions that will deliver better outcomes to our
clients, whether they are internal or external.
The ability to interconnect disparate devices
through the Internet of Things makes the heavy
lifting of capturing the information possible,
and goes way beyond changing from planned
maintenance to predictive and more costeffective approaches. It’s the opportunity to
build in efficiency improvements, reduce costs
and create a more flexible environment that can
adapt itself in line with the changing needs of the
organisation.
When we get the hang of IoT properly we’ll see
that controlling the blinds remotely is just the
first step on a long journey of change.

COMPASS RAISES £140K FOR CANCER RESEARCH
! $( 9 (78ª  , $( -   
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During its eighth year of partnership with
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as the Winter Run, Britain’s Biggest Breakfast,
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The Britain’s Biggest Breakfast campaign,
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As a result, the past few months has seen thousands of colleagues take part in locally
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NEW CEO AT BARTLETT MITCHELL

OCS APPOINTS NEW HR DIRECTOR

Ian Thomas has been announced as the new CEO at bartlett
mitchell, responsible for business performance and growth, client
retention and the company’s executive team.
Thomas is
well known
to bartlett
mitchell,
having worked
for a niche
FM company
who partnered
with bartlett
mitchell
bidding for full
FM contracts.
Prior to
working in the FM industry, he held a number of roles working for
companies within the hospitality sector including Whitbread and
Granada, which gives him a unique perspective from both catering
and facilities management companies.
Founder Wendy Bartlett will become executive chairman and will
continue to provide the long-term strategic vision for the company
as it continues to grow. Working alongside co-founder Ian Mitchell,
Wendy will also focus on team and client relationships.
Francois Gautreaux, operational managing director and Simon
Houston, sales managing director, will now report to Thomas.

Gordon Headley has started work as OCS’ new HR
director as of last month. Headley has previously
  ,   1 M  6 (, (
HR director of UK construction business Wilson Bowden
plc. Working in operations management across three
continents, his roles have given him exposure to many
international markets in both the developed and
developing world. He completed an MBA from Henley
Business School and is a Chartered Fellow of the CIPD
(Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development).

SEPTEMBER 2016

OLTEC FM ANNOUNCES KEY APPOINTMENT
Experienced cleaning practitioner, Bill Jordan has joined Oltec FM in the role of
FM business support manager.
With more than 30 years’ experience in the cleaning industry, Jordan’s previous
positions include working for City FM as a store cleaning manager at ASDA and at
ISS as a national account manager for the Unipart contract.
) , #  , M +' ,#      $
supporting team managers with new contract mobilisations, sourcing new
equipment, monitoring innovations in the cleaning industry and overseeing
all health and safety and disciplinary matters at the business. He will also be
responsible for ensuring service delivery for Oltec’s new and existing customers
remains at the same high levels expected of the business.
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CAREER LADDER

FM is known to be a career that people fall into
Name: Daniel Hawkins

from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Current role:
Alliance Director, EMEA at CBRE

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Born: London
Lives: London

got into the sector and takes a look at their career
path. This month we talk to Daniel Hawkins
alliance director, EMEA at CBRE
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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